ELANDERS ONLINE ORDERING SOLUTION

Imagine having a sales person who had unlimited knowledge of products and the ability to
recall them with the slightest prompt, an Account Services Representative who was constantly
available to accept and process orders, a designer who could implement variable data on the fly
and instantly return samples for approval, and a logistics specialist to calculate shipping costs
and delivery times instantly. Now, what would you say if all of those people were the same
person and they worked 24 hours a day, 7 days a week without a break?
Meet EOOS…a Windows Server Certified Application and your new perfect employee.

General

EOOS Site Standard Features
Product Search

Use Your Company Logo and Colors
Changes to layout and/or changes to meet
particular company branding standards will
incur additional fees.
Self-Registration
Auto approvals or administrator approval.
Secure Logon
- Variable password length and complexity
- Security Question and Answer
Password Retrieval
Help, Contact Us, and FAQ Pages

Order Search
Search by Multiple Fields
- Date range
- Order number
- Tracking number
Search Based on Criteria
Search all items associated with your cost
center or all cost centers.

Quick Search
Used to search based on all associated
product information.
Advanced Search
Filter your search by metadata fields
- Product name
- Language
- Description
- Custom fields as defined by the
customer
Search Results
Grid of items from your search
- Add to shopping cart
- Update quantities
- Select the media type(s) available
- Book, CD, etc.
- Ability to set minimum or maximum
quantities ordered
- Product thumbnails
- External links
- Normally used for PDF links

Checkout
Shopping Cart
Contains all items ready for checkout.

Credit Card or Purchase Order Payments
- Visa, Mastercard, or Discover

Individual Address Book
Allows you to store frequently used
addresses.

Order Email Confirmation
Details of your order and reference number.

Real Time Rate Shopping
- DHL or UPS

Shipping Notification Emails
You can receive a confirmation email
when your order is printed and shipped.

Address Validation for US Addresses

Tax Calculations

Freight Forwarding

Vat ID Input

General

Administration Features

Product Label Configuration
Input a custom label for most tables and
fields, so you are using YOUR company’s
terminology throughout the site.
Email Configuration
Specify users or groups of users to receive
an email for a new order, user request, etc.
Pricing Groups
Specify groups of users that see different
pricing with different markups.
- Pricing Groups defined based on
percentage of base price.
Payment Types
- Purchase Order
- Credit card processing for
Visa/Mastercard/Discover

Technical

Informational Text (WYSIWYG)
You can edit any instructional texts for
users on the site directly from site
administration.
- No development effort required
- Presented on site immediately
User Administration
- Create new users or inactivate users
- Approve user requests
- Edit user information
Cost Centers
- Create any number of cost centers and
associate them to users
- Sets a default billing address
- Allows the use of 3rd party shipping
accounts
- Identifies which product groups can be
viewed

Additional information

Technical
- ASP.NET 4.5 website utilizing
Twitter Bootstrap
- Windows Server 2012
- SQL Server 2012
- PCI Compliant
- SSL

Training
- 1 hour of remote training to staff
regarding site features and administration
- 1/2 hour of training for uploading new
products and updating metadata via our
customer publication portal (Customer
Portal/FMI)

ELANDERS ONLINE ORDERING SOLUTION

EOOS Add-On Modules
Module
Base Site
Fulfillment
Routing

Module Description
Includes the setup and configuration of all standard features.
Includes setup and configuration of 3 regional fulfillment centers.

Anonymous
Checkout

Includes setup and configuration to allow users, who are not logged into the site,
the ability to access and purchase from the site.

Subject
Access

Includes setup and configuration for up to 4 levels of access granted to literature,
based on user authorization.

Regional
Includes setup and configuration of regional administrators to allow user
Administration approvals based on country.
Approval
Service
Single Sign
On Module

Includes setup and configuration for approval requirements for specified
literature.
Includes setup and configuration. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
is an XML standard that allows secure web domains to exchanges user
authentication and authorized data.

Includes setup and configuration of template to allow users to personalize
Personalization literature. Templates assume personalized data placement is in the same
location per literature piece (x/y coordinates).
Globalization
/Localization
Product
Builder
Digital
Download
All Inclusive

Includes setup and configuration to display the site in various languages based
on user preferences. This includes up to 6 languages, and includes static text.
Dynamic text can be managed through CK Editor Text took for importing and
exporting.
Allow users to create a custom CD or binder that contains multiple products.
Includes setup and configuration of retention period for availability of
downloads.
Includes setup and configuration of base site plus all modules.
Contact Elanders Americas for more information
Info@ElandersAmericas.com
800-232-3696

ELANDERS GROUP
WORLDWIDE
USA

EUROPE

CHINA

61 Locations

5 Locations

JAPAN

9 Locations

MEXICO

1 Location

INDIA

1 Location

(SALES OFFICE)

TAIWAN (SALES OFFICE)

2 Locations

BRAZIL

1 Location

SINGAPORE

1 Location

2 Locations

WHY CHOOSE ELANDERS?
Fully-equipped facilities are efficient operations
with all necessary regulatory and environmental
approvals, licenses and permits.

SUPPLY
CHAIN
SOLUTIONS

PRINT &
PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS

E-COMMERCE
SOLUTIONS

Mentor Media, Elanders
Group’s brand in Supply Chain
Management, is one of the leading
companies in the world in this field.

SUPPLY
CHAIN
SOLUTIONS

Documented ROI
from existing
customers.

PRINT &
PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS

E-COMMERCE
SOLUTIONS

Elanders, the group’s brand in
customer’s local and global needs
for printed material and packaging.

Lean manufacturing principles
drive the development of all
workflows and procedures.

SUPPLY
CHAIN
SOLUTIONS

PRINT &
PACKAGING
SOLUTIONS

E-COMMERCE
SOLUTIONS

Fotokasten, myphotobook and
d|o|m are the group’s brands in
e-commerce. Technical solutions
for e-commerce provided by d|o|m,
a broad range of photo products,
primarily to consumers.

